Pearl's concept of a d-connecting path is one of the foundations of the modern the ory of graphical models: the absence of a d-connecting path in a DAG indicates that conditional independence will hold in any distribution factorizing according to that graph. In this paper we show that in singly connected Gaussian DAGs it is possible to use the form of a d-connecting path to obtain qualitative information about the strength of conditional dependence. More precisely, the squared partial correlations between two given variables, conditioned on different sub sets may be partially ordered by examin ing the relationship between the d-connecting path and the set of variables conditioned upon.
Introduction
Central to the modern theory of graphical models is the concept of d-separation which provides a simple algorithm for determining which conditional indepen dence relations will hold in a distribution factorizing according to a DAG. Completeness results [4] , [7] show further that whenever a d-connecting path exists be tween x and y given Z in a DAG G then in 'almost all' distributions that factor according to G, x and y will be dependent given Z.
However, recent work has shown that not all d connecting paths are created equal : Greenland [5] shows that in certain specific contexts relevant to causal analysis in Epidemiology, shorter d-connecting paths lead to qualitatively stronger dependence than longer paths.
In this paper we analyse the relationship between the strength of dependence resulting from a single
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d-connecting path and the set of variables which have been conditioned on in the situation where the joint distribution is Gaussian and the DAG is singly connected.
Since colliders are made 'active' by conditioning on their descendants it seems as if the strength of depen dence ought to be inversely related to the length of the path from a collider to a vertex in the conditioning set. Likewise one would expect dependence to decrease if we condition on vertices 'near' to a non-collider on a path. Such intuitions are given additional impetus by the intuitive description of d-separation in terms of 'causal pipes' ( [9] , p. 72). However, our analysis shows that though there are situations in which these intu itions are correct (Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2) there are also contexts where these intuitions are either incorrect or provide no guidance (Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4).
An understanding of the relationship between the graphical structure and strength of dependence will facilitate sensitivity analysis in causal inference and may suggest new strategies for constraint based search [3] , [2] .
The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 con tains the basic definitions; in Section 3 we consider four canonical examples; in Section 4 we define a par tial ordering on conditioning sets associated with a d-connecting path; Section 5 describes properties of singly connected DAGs; Section 6 contains the main result and Section 8 a brief discussion. Proofs of the results in Section 3 are in the Appendix. 
We assume that lbv, v ; I > 0 if Vj E pa(v;) and r;, > 0 so Ev is positive definite .
We use p� C IB as our measure of association of A and C conditional on B. Note that it is a monotonic trans formation of the information proper of the conditional independence of A and C given B. The information proper for normal models takes the form
we cite [10] for details.
For vertices X, Y and a collection of vertices Z by axYIZ and axx 1z we denote respectively the condi tional covariance between X and Y given Z and the conditional variance of X given Z. Note that Z may be 0. If X and Y are each a collection of vertices, then
Exy will denote the X x Y sub-matrix of Ev in (2) .
Throughout this article we shall repeatedly use the expression for conditional covariance in the Gaussian case:
{6)
This easily gives the expression for the conditional cor relation and regression coefficients (see [6] ). More gen erally if X1, X2, ... , X p jointly follows a N(J.t, E) dis tribution then the iterative expression
holds. Similar iterative expressions exist for the con ditional correlation and regression coefficients. (see [6] (page 346) or [1] ) .
3
Canonical examples
We start by looking at some specific key cases. The motivation for this being the fact that later it will be shown that a more general case can be reduced to these. Proofs are in the appendix. holds, or in other words the squared correlation de creases with proximity to the path.
Note that this fits with the intuition that the closer we are to X, the more nearly we block the A -C path.
The result directly generalises to a graph in which X -+ ..
Lemma 3.2. In the graph in figure l. ii
holds, where B is a set of descendants of X or in other words the squared correlation increases with proximity to X. (In Fig l. ii, B = {Bt, B 2 }.)
Again this fits the intuition that the further we move from the path the weaker is our information about X and hence the closer we are to d-separating. holds, where B = {B1,B2} or in other words the squared correlation increases with proximity to vertex X. The following is an extension of the graph in figure   2 .ii. In figure 4 we plot the squared correlation for the above cases as we increase the length of the path between X and Z. 
Define 2z = the power set of Z. Below we shall use graphical structure to define a partial order on 2z. Let Z denote an element in 2z.
Since G is tree structured then for any z E Z there is a unique x � E A'Trc so that A'Trz n c'Trz n A'Trc = x � . For each Z E 2z define Znc={zEZ: none ofA 'Trc,c'Trz,A'Trz (9) has a collider at x�}
Zc ={z E Z: at least one of A1r c, c7r z , (10) A 7r z has a collider at x�}
We further subdivide Zc in two parts : Zc -c ={ z E Z : at least one of c7r z ,A 7r z has a collider at x�},
Zc -nc ={ z E Z : none of c7r z , A 7r z has a (12) collider at x�, but A 7r c has a collider at x;}.
Note that in definitions (11) and (12) 
the following are satisfied :
) is a total further -nearer pair w.r.t. A1r c .
(ii) ( N ( Z�� c ) , N ( Z�� c )) is a total further -nearer pair w.r.t. A1r c .
(ii) (N(z�� nc ),N(z�� nc )) is a total furthernearer pair w.r.t. A1rc .
5
Some facts about singly connected
DAGs
As before let G = (V, E) be a singly connected DAG and A 7r c be a path between two nodes A =I C. Moreover at most one of pa(y) n pa(z) and ch(y) n ch(z) is nonempty. Also Vx E V, x � y 7r z , then there exists at most one wE y 1rz so that x E pa(w) or x E ch(w).
Proof. If there are two common parents say x, x* then the skeleton of the subgraph G{x,x•,y,z} has a 4 cycle, which violates the assumption. Similar proof follows for common children. Proof. The proof is intuitively clear. For a detailed proof see Theorem 4.18 in [8] . 
D
In other words given a singly connected DAG G and a set Z we may always find a new DAG G* whicil represents the d-separation relations holding in G after conditioning on Z. 6 The main theorems Let G = (V, E) be a singly connected DAG, A, C E V, A i-C. Let z( l l, z< 2 l E 2z, so that z<t)-< z< 2 l. The main result of this section is that p � CIZ< I> � P �ciz <2>·
Proof. Let P �clz <2> = 0. Since by assumption lbv,p a (v , )i > 0 and TJ, > 0, Vv; E V it follows that A and C are d-separated given Z ( 2 ). Then either there is a non-collider x on the path which is in Z ( 2 ) or there is a collider x which has no descendants in Z ( 2 ).
Case 1. If x is a non-collider on A 7T" c then since
X is an endpoint of A 7T" x and c7T" x , X \t /l� 2 ) , hence X E Z� 2 J. Since x* = X, X E N ( Z� 2 J) and since ( N ( z\?J) , N ( z�J)) is a total further nearer pair, so by (a) of the definition there is ( 
So it suffices to show that (15)
First consider the case where k t = k 2 = k, I t = l 2 = l and m1 = m 2 = m. 2
PACINz (2) 2 P ACI{ ( 1) (1) (1) ( 1 ) (I)
(1 ) _ a 1 , ... ,ak ,b1 , ... ,b1 ,c , ... ,em. } -2 (2) (2) ( 1 ) (I) (I) (1 ) (1) (1 ) (I)
_ II C a1 , ... ,a, 1 ,a, ,a,+ 1 ,. ,ak ,b1 , ... ,b1 ,c1 , ... ,cnl } -2 ·-1 P ACI{ (2) (2) (2) ( 1 ) (I) (I) (I) (I) (I) } �-a1 , ... ,ai_ 1 ,ai ,ai+l'"' ,ak ,b1 , ... ,b1 ,c1 , .
•. ,em
.. ,ak ,bl , ... ,hi l•bi ,bi+l''" ,bl ,cl , ... ,em i -1 P ACI{ (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (I) Proof. (Sketch) Note that since A 7T" c does not have a collider then both Z�� nc and z�::!n c are empty. So the product (16) will only have the first two products, more over it will only involve the a and b nodes.
By choosing the nodes to be conditioned on and marginalised out in an appropriate order one can show that it is possible to reduce the graph corresponding to each term in the first product in (16) to a graph Markov equivalent to figure l.i and that in the second product to that in figure 2.ii.
So by Lemma 3.1 and 3.4 the proof follows. Thus we redefine N (Z( 1 l) to be N (Z ( 1 l) U b�2) and reduce this case to the case where k 1 = k2. A similar proof follows when k2 -k1 > 1, h < l2 and m 1 < m2.
7
Multiply connected DAG
If the graph is not singly connected the ordering of the dependence as described in section 6 may fail. For example consider the graph in figure 6 . In figure 7 we plot the squared conditional correlations p � C IY and In this paper we have wrung qualitative information about the strength of dependence from the structure of the graph. We believe that it may be possible to strengthen this result by constructing a richer ordering under which more sets would be comparable.
It is also natural to ask whether the result may be ex tended to other distributions or classes of graphs.
[3]
A b s c Figure 6 : A multiply connected (See Section 7) show that discrete distributions exist corresponding to assumptions. Section 7 shows that non-monotonic de pendence orderings may exist in simple multiply con nected Gaussian DAGs. However, in spite of this we believe that the relationships shown in Figure 4 sug gest the possibility of developing a theory which pro vides upper bounds on the strength of conditional de pendence which may be present in a given graph. We shall consider in turn the two terms in this prod uct and compare them to the corresponding terms in p�CIZ' . Consider first
After combining, the denominator is always positive so the sign of the expression is determined by the nu merator which after some simplification is
(26) Since a 2: 1, the above is negative iff b1b2 < 0. Simi larly one can show that.
ex: 
Then the sign of d��·) is the sign of the numerator of d�L•). By the quotient rule dL(a ) 1
Some algebraic simplification yields dL(a ) 1 
We shall then re-express (43) in the form of L(a) and note that L(l) = p�CIBZ'" By using the equation (39) we shall determine the sign of �� , thereby drawing conclusions on the values of the squared conditional correlations. For lack of space however we present the proof of lemma 3.4 only. The proofs of lemma 3.2 and lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.5 follow mutatis mutandis. 
